
Little Tree 

 

There was once a Little Tree that stood at the edge of an enchanted wood. The tree 

was right at the tip of a large oak wood, where the three young school children-Molly, Emma, 

and Andy-would sit alongside Little Tree. Early every beautiful crisp morning, Little Tree 

awoke and, as it was prone to do, shook the cold from its leaves and sang itself a little tune. 

But none of the woodland creatures minded this early wake-up call. This was how Little Tree 

had ended up so popular. Despite its off-putting eyes, which patterned across the front of its 

trunk, Goblins, Fairies, and various creatures of every kind would walk past Little Tree to 

hear its melodic humming. All the children would scribble drawings of Little Tree during 

school, in the hopes that in exchange it may sing a little tune for them to all listen to. The 

sweet smell of the wet woodland floor would always greet the children every afternoon, as 

they ran to talk to Little Tree and hear its new song. The Goblins and Fairies always 

remarked on how important it was that Little Tree sung to all creatures and brought them all 

together, Goblin and human alike. But Little Tree was never quite understood what they 

meant. Everyone simply enjoyed each other's company. Little Tree believed there was 

nothing more to it than that. 

“Good morning, Little Tree, how big you’ve grown!” they would chime, despite Little Tree 

being no bigger than a bush. But Little Tree, despite being the most popular creature in the 

woods, was also slightly jealous. But what could possibly cause such a loved and peaceful 

tree such jealousy? Well, you see, behind Little Tree were where the grand oaks lived 

named The Whispering Trees. They stood tall in a smile-like curve, these old oaks that 

protected the mouth of the Enchanted Wood. Some of them were even older than the 

Enchanted Woods they protected! But Little Tree was also one of these ancient beings, so 

what had made the guileless Little Tree so jealous? Perhaps it was that fate had dealt Little 

Tree a poor and an inconsiderate hand and had made it grow just ahead of the curve; Little 

Tree forever lived in their shadow. But no, it couldn’t be this, for Little Tree had many friends 



and was satisfied where it was. Its jealousy really came from how little it could see of the rest 

of the wood, because of its height.  

But to grow, Little Tree would have to give up something it loved dearly; its own voice. You 

see, this group of trees was not any ordinary trees. As any imaginative listener will tell you, 

the trees we pass in our streets, in our parks, will always try and speak to us. But, for better 

or for worse, they only ever manage a sigh, one that scientific professionals have all decided 

is merely the sound of the friction of their branches or the rattling of their leaves. That’s 

where the trees you pass in the street and this group of trees differ. You see, these wise 

trees were a different breed, and with their existence came a great duty. Against storms, 

they stood tall; their will alone determining their growth in strength and height. And so, they 

would always whisper their great promise to the Last Enchanted Wood, the only sentence 

they knew: We exist to protect against the storms. But with this size came a heavy price. 

With all that hollow space inside of them, as a result of their great size, any thoughts they 

had echoed and rattled inside their big, empty, hollow trunks.  

Try though they might (to speak through their leaves, through their branches), it was the fate 

of bigger trees that their thoughts gradually peter out as their thoughts ran from inside their 

trunks to the ends of their branches. All that can be heard are singular words, but ones that 

are more an echo from inside their cavernous trunks than speech. And the bigger the trunk, 

the more these words become closer to a whisper. That’s why they had been baptized as 

‘The Whispering Trees’, a name whose creator is lost to time. Little Tree knew all this, of 

course, because it was still able to speak and be spoken to, to the fairies, animals, and bugs. 

It was able to speak to them because Little Tree had refused to give up its voice. It did not 

want to grow up and lose words to the hollow space inside of it.  Little Tree liked being loud 

and fun. They couldn’t even think the big, lofty thoughts Little Tree loved to think, being 

always so preoccupied with not toppling over, due to their massive size, and crushing some 

unlucky goblin on his midnight stroll. These were the consequences for their role in 

protecting the enchanted wood. Because of this, they were always mildly scornful of the 

other creatures in the enchanted wood as they were jealousy of their freedom.  



It was the children who lived down the lane-Molly, Emma, and Andy-Little Tree spoke to 

most often. They spoke their minds and did so loudly. Often, they theorised about The 

Whispering Trees’ ability to grow any fruit of any kind. Molly once dreamt it was a gift from 

the fairies many epochs ago. When the fairies first settled in the great enchanted wood-she 

theorised-they gave an eternal offering to these grand oaks, whose time alone and isolated 

had caused such boredom. To gift them the ability to make fruit would also distract them 

from the constant sight of the canopy of the woods, one that had caused even the oldest 

oaks to become disconnected from the woods they protect. But Emma jumped in: 

“But they are magic! I don’t see what’s wrong with just magic.” 

Regardless of its source, Molly, Emma, and Andy would eat all the few fruits-but usually only 

apples-that Little Tree could make. It always made Little Tree happy. But when the taller and 

stronger parents of the children very occasionally passed Little Tree, they looked down to 

the floor and would not say a word, lost to their own thoughts and their own worries. Little 

Tree wondered if they had a big hollow space inside of them that had stolen their voice too. 

And so, while Little Tree did grow into a real tree, it forever stayed small and low to the 

ground. It refused to give in to its inherent will to grow and protect. And so, everything was 

peaceful.  

Listen to the sound of the silence that surrounds you. As you walk down the street, 

listen for the tell-tale sound of a whisper or a moan on the wind from a far-off place. That’s 

the sound that Little Tree was always surrounded by constant whispers about the state of 

the wood. There was always an important discussion to be had, as this was the last of the 

old, enchanted woods; its protection was. Little Tree wished it could catch even one word 

that the big oaks whispered, such as fairies or snow or storm. But Little Tree could never 

enter the conversation, could never throw a word in on behalf of the fairies or the goblins, for 

it was too low to the ground, too small, to ever truly be heard. Sometimes, Little Tree felt that 

the big oaks saw it as another creature, like those they turned their nose up at within the 

woods. In this sense, Little Tree, amongst its happiness, forever felt panic and fear from not 



knowing what these powerful oaks were talking about. Thankfully, Little Tree was rarely 

alone when the children left for dinner, or the creatures of the woods had gone to bed. Big 

Oak, Little Tree’s friend, had taken pity on Little Tree. 

 Being the youngest out of the grand oaks, it still had faint memories of when it was small. 

Big Oak would sometimes drop fruits for Little Tree, as Big Oak could grow far better fruits 

than Little Tree could; this brought along more creatures of the woods and so, more friends 

for Little Tree. Little Tree sometimes convinced itself it could still see what the rest of the 

wood looked like in the shiny fruit’s reflection, a green carpet of life that Little Tree could only 

dream about. Oh, what it would give to see the rest of the wood behind the grand oaks! But 

Little Tree knew what these desires would cost it. It would mean it had to grow. No! That 

would mean Little Tree would have to stop talking to all its friends. But far more worrisome, 

the Big Whispering Trees were always so sad. Being tall enough to see over the entire wood 

meant they saw some horrific things, these grand watchers of the wood. But it wondered still, 

wouldn’t it be worth it to be amongst the beautiful sights of the canopy? 

“Rubbish!” said a friendly squirrel. 

“You’re better off not knowing..” said a sly fox who then slunk back into the deep of the 

wood, rushing off to the next anxious creature to give cryptic warnings that were really no 

help at all. 

“your dreams are so grand Little Tree because you don’t have anything to counteract it! 

Down near the ground is best! Do you think Molly, Andy, and Emma will continue dreaming 

when they become those sullen shells that they are destined to grow into? Who will talk to us 

about the stars and the universe if not you?” said one young fairy, a favourite of Little Trees, 

whose kindness was only matched by her inconsiderate nature. A nearby squirrel had also 

joined in and told Little Tree that the loneliness and sadness of the big oaks meant that, 

sometimes, they started to get tired of only being able to talk in whispers. Sometimes, they 

would be despondent with the others and reduce the very few words they could whisper. 

Sometimes, they would stop whispering altogether and withdraw from life, hoping for a storm 

to come. It made perfect sense to Little Tree. Why would one want to live life if there was no 



one to hear but yourself?  So, it decided it didn’t mind too much if it was smaller. After all, 

Little Tree could think as far out as it wanted, to the universe and back if it liked, which was 

always possible when one was small. The grand oaks had to worry about falling over 

because of their height, their words getting lost in their cavernous trunks. God, how was 

anyone supposed to have time to think to the universe and back when one had to manage 

all that? So Little Tree stayed low, always wondering on the state of the wood or what the 

few words exchanged between the Great Old Oaks were. And they all lived in harmony. Yes, 

everything was in a delicate balance, and so everything was good. Good, that is, until the 

day of the Great Storm came.  

 

The early morning of the storm was incredibly unremarkable. Little Tree waited for Molly, 

Emma, and Andy to wave good morning and comment on how big it had grown. It had 

prepared a beautiful melody about how deep and cold the rivers were; it was sure Emma 

would love it especially. But much to Little Tree’s surprise, they instead ran home in a hurry. 

Confused, Little Tree asked the fairies and animals. None of them knew until, that is, Fox 

slunk out from the shadow of a bush and growled: “A storm.” The squirrels said it smelt like it 

was going to be a long storm, at least a weeks’ worth. The fairies said two days and two 

nights at most; there hadn’t been a real storm in ages. But no matter what, Little Tree was 

afraid. All the animals were chattering, the trees were whispering as much as they could. In 

storms past, all the creatures of the enchanted wood would have simply slunk into the 

depths of the forest without a word to one another. Now they began to chatter almost as loud 

as the growing winds, growing winds that had become a deep, taunting drum roll for the 

oncoming storm. 

 It had been Little Tree who had brought them all together, through its melodic humming in 

what seemed to be a time gone by. Now the Fairies and the Goblins, the foxes and the 

squirrels huddled together, to brace for what they did not know exactly. But everyone knew 

one undeniable fact. It was going to be bad. It was going to be painful. And there was 



nothing anyone could do to stop it. The birds had flown away, and all the animals had 

eventually hidden deeper and deeper into the wood. But Little Tree tried not to worry too 

terribly; the grand, old Oaks would stand tall against the storm like they had done many 

years before. After all, they had lasted this long! But then, in the middle of the night, it arrived 

with a loud clap of lightning. This storm was nothing like before. Little Tree noticed that, as 

the storm got louder, the oaks whispering got quieter. Their words of strength and wisdom 

became low moans of pain.  

Big Oak tried to hide it, but Little Tree could see the gashes in his bark. There were times at 

night where the others would weep. The storm had also caused a fire in the wood. It burnt 

both things Little Tree could see and those it could not; the survivors mourning over the 

amongst the ashes. One-night, Little Tree tentatively asked Big Oak if he could send down 

some more fruit, the ones with the reflection of the woods in them. But no fruit came down. 

They weren’t strong enough by themselves. The protection Little Tree had known was gone. 

The storm raged on. All the fairies had run. All the creatures had ventured into town for 

refuge. Little Tree saw the children and their family calling out and heard shouting and the 

banging of doors and windows. It was nothing like anyone had ever seen, or ever will see, in 

the enchanted wood. Little Tree knew what it must do. It had to protect the place that had 

given it shelter, or else there would be no more stories of fairies or goblins. No more stories 

of old oak trees. No more stories of an enchanted wood. Everyone would forget. And worst 

of all, Little Tree would be alone. So, it grew. And grew. And grew.  

At first, it was small amounts. More leaves, bigger roots. Little Tree grew 2 inches wider 

every second. But that went unnoticed among the wreckage of the wood. Little Tree couldn’t 

stop growing; in fear of another storm scaring it into growing bigger and stronger. Little Tree 

had become colder as it raced higher, higher into the clouds. But it was still not enough. It 

had to get taller. Or else who among the broken old oaks would? The long shadow it cast 

had killed the grass around it. The children didn’t like sitting on dead and uncomfortable 

grass. They began to hang out with Little tree less and less and eventually not at all. Little 

Tree tried to hum a song in case Emma was close by but found that anytime it tried, its roots 



became loose, and it would begin to fall over. It was so preoccupied with not falling over that 

it could not even dream of lofty ideas; the door to that escape had been permanently shut. 

The loneliness was crushing. So Little Tree grew fruits again to try and keep the children 

around. It made apples as usual, but it also made berries, pears, and cherries. Once, it even 

made a very large plum. The bigger, the better. The more, the better. Little Tree made fruits 

upon fruits until all it was known for was its ability to make fruits. Little Tree gave it out to 

every single creature that pushed it to do so. And pushed Little Tree was. But it could 

tolerate this life; after all, Little Tree could not stand being alone. But soon, Little Tree had 

started attracting unwanted guests.  

The starving crows would pick the fruit before it was ripe. The badgers gobbled up the 

dropped fruit from the ground greedily, and there was a lot on the ground; Little Tree had 

made too much, and there were too few creatures to consume the waste. It was unnatural. It 

had all started to rot. The bees began buzzing around Little Tree, desperately looking for a 

home. This caused a constant low buzzing within the hollow parts of Little Trees trunk, which 

had now grown so large that Little Tree couldn’t even tell these pests to leave it alone, there 

were too many mouths to feed! Too much attention! It wanted the children to come back! It 

wanted the fairies and the goblins and the creatures to talk once more about the stars, the 

universe, even the state of the wood! But no more of these pests. It had grown tired of being 

forced to make sweet-tasting fruit. And the worst part? Not that Little Tree had no voice to 

tell them this, no, the worst part was that the creatures it had once known couldn’t talk to 

Little Tree or hang around it. It had grown to vast and too intimidating. A lot of the creatures 

did not even recognise it was Little Tree. Light and dark bled into each other, and time 

passed; Little Tree simply watched it go by with a sigh. Little Tree was so big now it could 

not see the ground. It had lost its voice. The bees, the badgers, and the crows got tired of its 

rotting fruit, which had eventually turned so sour even they couldn’t consume it; they looked 

elsewhere. So Little Tree made more fruit and gave it out to the flies, the worms, and the 

maggots. Anything or anyone to keep it company, as it rose above even the highest trees in 

the wood. They had all regrown after the storm, but with a little less magic than they once 



possessed. Little Tree’s roots started to be gnawed on by the rats. Little Tree started to see 

awful things happen amongst the woods too, in the underbrush, things it was too far away to 

stop from happening. At night, it could only hear the rustling of the larvae who had made the 

rotting fruits a home. It could only remember one memory.  I exist to protect against the 

storms. But as Little Tree looked across the wood, a constant blanket of green, it couldn’t 

remember what it was protecting. Soon it forgot why it had grown at all, so consumed with 

the memories of chaos it had seen happen in different parts of the wood, the pain and the 

deaths of creatures and fairies it once had called friends. Where those trees below it? They 

were so far away. And Little Trees company of flies, maggots, and worms had all now left. It 

was far too cold up here in the clouds. Little Tree had forgotten what it felt like to be warm. In 

fact, Little Tree had forgot how to feel anything at all. The world felt alone and empty; the 

world was quiet and hollow. But there was one thought that slowly crept out from the corners 

of its mind, in the dead of night, when all was asleep.  

I exist for the storm. 

 

 It was a snowy morning. The light entered through scattered clouds and danced on the 

leaves. Little Tree was awaking to the morning cold. But this morning was very unusual 

indeed, for there came along an uninvited guest. It hopped from one tree, ran to the top, 

jumped, and then ran onto the next. It had a thick coat, thin limbs, but a large pouch-like 

stomach. Its eyes were wide, staring at anything that moved. To any other tree, this was just 

one of many squirrels. Everything about this day was normal, apart from the tree Grey 

Squirrel chose.  Usually, Grey Squirrel would run to the top and glide down to the floor, as 

was the nature of most bored squirrels. But this time, Grey Squirrel found, with this Tree, 

there was no end. And so, it kept running. And running. And running. Grey Squirrel was 

determined to get to the top. Weathering the growing cold as it got closer to the canopy, it 

finally found itself in the clouds. Grey Squirrel wondered where it was and how it could get 

down. It could not jump from this height, of course. Instead, it found itself a hollow part of the 



tree and slept the night inside it. 

 Little Tree shuddered. It knew it was not alone. It suddenly felt warm, like there was a fire 

burning underneath it, but without pain. It looked inside itself. And it found a squirrel, curled 

up inside. Little Tree did not realise how alone it has been, up in the clouds. And for the first 

time in a while, it had remembered and moaned a word it had long forgotten, possibly never 

even truly known. Friend. For all of the next day, they spoke about their favourite coloured 

fruits and that Little Tree had once grown a plum! Obviously, Little Tree could no longer 

express the long, endless sentences it once could. But it could use what its old friend Big 

Oak had taught it and made small fruits for Grey Squirrel as a gesture of friendship. Little 

Tree would force out a word if necessary (which obviously took a long time) but, for the most 

part, Little Tree would make all kinds of fruit in response to simple questions and let squirrel 

place together words and fruits to make sentences. For Little Tree’s favourite colour, it made 

a red apple. For the story about the plum, Little Tree grew the biggest plum it could 

manage.They got along like this for a while, both happy in the other’s company, a game of 

forced charades. After all, they had a common interest. Both Grey Squirrel and Little Tree 

experienced life in the air, with Grey Squirrel descending from high trees and Little Tree 

living in the clouds; they understood each other instantly. But whilst Grey Squirrel could 

always bring itself down, Little Tree was stuck. The Whispering Trees growth was dependant 

on their will power and determination to protect the wood against disaster; Little Tree had 

never shaken off the fear that disaster was always around the corner, and so it was stuck 

being tall.  

Waking up the next morning and finding itself alone again, it realised how hollow it had been. 

Grey Squirrel had helped to bring back some of the happiness it once knew so well. Little 

Tree realised with a sudden sense of shock that the fear that followed it daily was senseless. 

The great storm I prepared for never came. Its growth was all for nothing. It had helped no 

creature and had protected no fairy. It had only helped it to be more alone. 

So, slowly, it began growing small tasty acorns. And so, slowly, the birds started to perch on 

its branches. And, slowly, Grey Squirrel brought all its friends. And finally, with patience and 



fighting the daily fear that another storm may come, Little Tree willed itself to get smaller. 

This had never been done before by a Whispering Tree, but so too had one never hummed 

to entertain other creatures, as Little Tree once did; Little Tree knew what it must do. So, it 

grew smaller. And smaller. And smaller. The clouds slowly moved from below it to above it. 

The clear, crisp air started to have mugginess and warmth. It almost seemed as everything 

now had a warm hue to it, compared to the cold white hue of life in the clouds. The treetops 

began to get wider and larger. And slowly, Little Tree could see the movement of the 

creatures on the grassy ground below it. Finally, when it looked down, it could see not an 

everlasting carpet of green, but the intricacies of the small world that existed around its 

roots. 

  Fairies, squirrels, and sometimes the relatives of Andy, Emma, and Molly, would hang 

about the mossy floor, around its old and gnarled roots. Still, Little Tree worried that one day, 

its fruit would go sour, or it would grow taller and be alone again. A lot of the Whispering 

Trees it had known died in the fire, and those that did grow back, had grown back without 

the magic promised by the fairies. Maybe a fire would cause it to rise again to protect the 

wood, and it would end up rotting again. But every time Little Tree worried, a squirrel would 

bury an acorn. Or the young girls would hang around and make daisy chains. Little Tree 

would never be young again. But it could still grow new leaves, new fruit.  Armed with the 

knowledge of what it was like to be alone, to be the stone-cold protector against something 

disastrous, Little Tree knew why the wizened Goblins and Faries had remarked on the 

importance of Little Tree humming to Goblins and humans alike, all those many years ago. It 

mattered because it was what had kept the enchanted forest alive for all those many years 

before Little Tree was within the world. It mattered because it was why the loss of all the 

ancient oaks had been such a dire situation.  

Little Tree now knew what had been missing. Like a keyhole that had a sudden light shone 

through it Little Tree now knew what it had been misunderstanding for all those years, when 

it was closer to the ground. Little Tree had been protecting the enchanted wood from before 

it grew. The Fairies and the Goblins had all known each other and helped one another 



because Little Tree had brought them out of the deep dark enchanted forest. That, 

sometimes, to connect with others is just as important as being brave, selfless and strong.  It 

is also important to be present in the life you are trying to protect. It is also important to feel. 

So Little Tree promised all who lived in the enchanted wood, it would never return to its cold 

place high up in the clouds. Instead, it would something warmer and welcoming. It would 

make its large branches a home for birds to roost and let all the creatures rest inside its 

hollow, cavernous trunk. Any creature that came to the enchanted woods would have a 

home within Little Tree. And no creature would have to search deep in the woods for a place 

to hide from any storms that may come. Little Tree would once again become a connector 

for all those that it loved, like it had been all those years ago. But it was no longer humming 

that would connect the creatures of the woods. It was now a place of safety that connecting 

them all; a home. 

There was once a Little Tree that stood at the edge of the wood. The tree was right at the tip 

of a large oak wood, to which all the creatures of the forest would play and eat beneath its 

canopy. Children would always wave to Little Tree and remark on how big it was. Little Tree 

felt warm with happiness but was also at peace.  You see, Little Tree was the most helpful 

out of all the oak trees; The last of the Whispering Trees. 

 

 


